
Lisa: Bill is an active theater practitioner, actor and director as well as educator and theorist. He’s an associate professor and chair of the theater program at the university of Manitoba, here in Winnipeg, Canada and he plays leading roles in local and regional theater communities. He teaches courses in drama, directing, acting, performance theory and political theater. Bill earned his BA at the University of Saskatchewan and his master’s and PhD at the University of Alberta. I’ve had the pleasure of interacting with Bill Kerr over the years when I’ve taught design studios involving theater and I’ve brought students to tour the local theater in our university which hosts productions by the students Black Hole Theater Company. I think we also have crossed paths at the teacher’s union strike a few years ago which is a great theatrical opportunity. So, Bill, with that, I turn things over to you. Bill: Thanks very much! It’s a pleasure to be here. It’s great to watch that again, it’s just sort of the third time now recently I looked at it and each time I’m more intrigued and so I’m really excited to get the opportunity to speak to the artists and the practitioners that are bringing together these interesting disparate means in this project and I am also excited to find out more about that project. I just thought I might start here by introducing the artists here through their bios and then asking them to sort of expand more about it. I am hoping that we might sort of recreate the fireside chat kind of feel that started this whole project off and maybe I’ll also let you elaborate on that as you go. Avinash or Nash started his training in Bharatanatyam at the age of 10. He’s won many prizes in the field and has expanded his horizons 
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Staging the nine sessions of the symposium;

Designing the Instagram page + interactive “stories” to engage participants in the topics and questions of each day;

Developing the ‘theatres of architectural imagination’ themes in dialogue with other students and collaborators through multiple working 
meetings for the Venice 2021 Biennale Architettura as part of the ‘SunShip’ exhibition  (Arts Letters and Numbers);

Incoporating the work’s impact on me and my ongoing studies.

Creating transcripts based on recordings of the sessions and identifying key insights and arguments to assist Dr. Landrum in the publication of a forthcoming book;

The Theatres of Architectural Imagination – Frascari V Symposium (May 27-29, 2021), co-chaired by Dr. Lisa Landrum, impacted the direction of my design research and set the tone for the rest of the summer.

Dedicated to the legacy and work of Marco Frascari (architect, theorist and former director of the Azrieli School of Architecture, Carleton University), the symposium invited researchers, educators, students, writers, artists, 
architects and dreamers alike to contribute their scholarship and creative works to the online event, which became the subject of meaningful discussion amongst the panelists and participants from around the world.

Although all participants were physically apart and isolated within the confines of their screens, the many fascinating presentations, active chat box, animated Instagram page and many “stories” throughout the three days 
engaged the participants and encouraged them to reflect on the ideas, perspective and works of art that were being presented. I played a leading role in creatively designing and implementing these many knowledge 
mobilization strategies.

Working alongside Dr. Lisa Landrum meant that I was a participant in this event as well. The research I facilitated involved communications and presentations in the form of many graphics, posters, announcements, panel 
discussions, transcripts, Instagram posts and social media stories. These were all designed, curated and organized throughout the summer. This process showed me that although the presenters were isolated within their own 
spaces, the ideas and creative work they presented united them all together.

The research I performed this summer can 
be organized in five parts, or acts. Each act 
depended upon and built upon the preceding 
act. These acts included:

Each of these acts was necessary for the many 
successful and dramatic scenes that went beyond the 
symposium itself. All this to say, the story did not end 
with the last day of the symposium, but has rather 
only began.

Sabba Rezai
7867665

Advisor: Dr. Lisa Landrum
Faculty of Architecture

 Lisa: Bill is an active theater practitioner, actor and director as well as educator and theorist. He's an associate professor and chair of 
the theater program at the university of Manitoba, here in Winnipeg, Canada and he plays leading roles in local and regional theater 
communities. He teaches courses in drama, directing, acting, performance theory and political theater. Bill earned his BA at the 
University of Saskatchewan and his master's and PhD at the University of Alberta. I’ve had the pleasure of interacting with Bill Kerr 
over the years when I’ve taught design studios involving theater and I’ve brought students to tour the local theater in our university 
which hosts productions by the students Black Hole Theater Company. I think we also have crossed paths at the teacher’s union strike 
a few years ago which is a great theatrical opportunity. So, Bill, with that, I turn things over to you.  

Bill: Thanks very much! It’s a pleasure to be here. It’s great to watch that again, it's just sort of the third time now recently I looked at 
it and each time I’m more intrigued and so I’m really excited to get the opportunity to speak to the artists and the practitioners that are 
bringing together these interesting disparate means in this project and I am also excited to find out more about that project. I just 
thought I might start here by introducing the artists here through their bios and then asking them to sort of expand more about it. I am 
hoping that we might sort of recreate the fireside chat kind of feel that started this whole project off and maybe I’ll also let you 
elaborate on that as you go.  

Avinash or Nash started his training in Bharatanatyam at the age of 10. He's won many prizes in the field and has expanded his 
horizons into other Indian dance forms such as kuchipudi and kathakali. The most exciting part for Nash when it comes to classical 
dances, is the ability to tell a story through movement. Indian classical dances provide the best opportunity to learn that correlation 
through its vast vocabulary of hand gestures, facial expression and body movement.  

Jacqueline Lowen is a theater maker and founding member of hot desk in action the multiple Canadian comedy award nominated 
Physical Sketch group. She has worked extensively as a fight choreographer and movement coach on every stage in Winnipeg, plus 
Bard on the Beach in Vancouver and can stage in Toronto and Kansas State University. She has won two Winnipeg theater awards for 
outstanding choreography. She's adapted and directed site specific operas for Manitoba underground opera little opera company at 
flipside opera and created several experimental physical theater pieces notably la bellad, nominated for the harry s ring tool award and 
Tree in the Closest Distance Residency at the Sawdust Collector in Vancouver.  

Scott Henderson is a professional lighting designer and has worked extensively with every professional theater in Winnipeg and many 
others across Canada including Stratford Shaw, the Belfry Globe Theatre Calgary, the Citadel and the Canadian Stage Company. He 
has also designed for a number of independent companies, Transit Ryerson. Mr. Henderson is currently a member of the associated 
designers of Canada and has served on this board and ayatsi he teaches lighting design for the University of Winnipeg Department of 
Theatre and Film  

David Thomas is Anishinaabe and a member of Peguis First Nation. As an architectural designer, he is currently involved in 
developing the former Kapyong Barracks master plan with the treaty one development corporation and the Indigenous people's 
garden at Assiniboine Park part of Canada’s diversity garden along with Indigenous architecture projects throughout Canada, David 
has presented in New Zealand, in the UK and was part of unseated Canada’s entry of Indigenous architects for the 2018 Venice 
Architecture Biennale.  

So having given you a brief hint about the disparate and fascinating backgrounds of the collaborators here, I’d now like to hear from 
them and maybe tell us if you would how this all got started.  

Jacqueline: see with three people you never know who's going to talk first.  

Henderson: Sorry, it's Scott. I’m just going to probably stay off because I broke my foot last week and I’m laid up in bed and a little bit 
not participatory. I will mostly listen for any technical or lighting questions I’m happy to feel those.  

Bill: Sounds good. Well, I thought we would start here and just as I have said, the whole thing began as I understand it chatting around 
a fireplace so I thought we might sort of try and recreate that a little bit and then maybe talk about when you came in and asked. And 
then we’ll open it up to questions more certainly in the chat as we go or towards the end. Did you want to start us off maybe Jacquie?  

Jacqueline: I mean there's the fireplace right there so I mean it's a little bright for a fire right now but you get a sense. I just personally 
have to say that this architecture world is very cool to me and very new so I did not think that I was going to try to start to do a little 
theater project and then end up speaking and listening to people who are in such a different arts practice, that is seemingly very 
complimentary and incredibly mysterious to me. So this, very briefly like the kohl's notes version, is the fireplace is over there but 
Nash’s house is right there. We were going to do this call together but then we were like oh no we should probably be covid safe. Dave 
lives right on the other side of my house and Nash lives right behind my house. None of us had ever known of each other as artists 
before this covid time. I am usually far too worried um about trying to make some theater money to really spend time in the backyard 
and that wasn't a problem this year, so Nash moved in, we had lots of fires and Dave and his son came over often. We had a fire one day 
and it just sort of started evolving when we were spending time together and just getting to know each other a little bit more other than 
just a random hi. We all were working in different arts practices and I had an idea for what it would be to tell one story three different 
ways and that was just sort of percolating in the back of my mind. But it would also be a theater for one experience that would 

hopefully be uniquely experiential and interactive between the audience member and the theater that would move around this person. 
So, in talking with Nash and the way that he communicated and was able to tell stories in his dance form and the way that Dave spoke 
about telling stories through architecture, which I had never thought of before, we were just like hey you want to make a thing and it’s 
really snowballed since then. I should probably add that was behind around our fireplace and then Scott who I have worked with and 
we've worked together in like the big theaters for some years, Dave and Nash and I had a lot of great ideas, but we were like cool we're 
a little bit dum-dums when it comes to like doing anything more than turning the lights on and off and I was like Scott! And then I 
called Scott and he was in and has made so many things from an idea into a reality that it's just been like a fourth leg to this chair that 
we're building.  

Bill: Could I get maybe David or Nash if you would care to elaborate then maybe now on what drew you to this and also what it is 
you're now working on it what's what do you what you're towards with this project  

David: As Jacquie said, we just stumbled across each other and we had different disciplines and she was like, I’m very busy in my work 
and she told me this project. I felt something when she talked about this project, I opened my heart saying okay let's see what this 
could be and she shared her story and there was a beauty in there with the story that she had written. I scratched my head, I had for 
years thought about storytelling and I’ve written a few stories and Jacquie had shared her story and I felt there was something there 
that I really, I felt a need to be a part of. I wasn't sure exactly what that was but as we started working together, it started to make sense 
to me and part of it was that I’m an Indigenous person and part of our culture, part of our ways is working with the land and not against 
the land. It's just a way of life for us, we come from a matrilineal society where it's a part of design work for me. The project I’m 
working on recently, an elder, one of our knowledge keepers told me when you do any work as a designer, don't work as a man in the 
like macho form of a male architect. Take that away if you're going to work for our people, have a woman beside you and everything 
that you make have a woman with you that will balance out who you are because you're creating. What better way than in our culture 
but to have the sense of have a woman who changes that energy. I took that to heart because we have experienced genocide here and 
part of our job right now is in our work for these generations that I’m a part of is to decolonize and go back to those ways, we've been 
here for 15 000 years and we look at place making but actually place makes us, so our language comes from the land so I’ve devoted 
my work and I’ve seen that it's actually taking these ways back into the way that I work. So, with Jacquie l said I’ll take your lead and 
let's see what we can do. So, she had a story we designed, I looked at it and right away I thought, okay this is about this story that 
happens within a cave, so we need a cave. So, we designed this set and we just built it in the cold outside in December, 30 below 
sometimes and we built this thing and it moves around so we can set up anywhere. Our culture, it's an oral culture where we don't 
have a written history, but our stories go back to the lake that existed in the middle of north America. There are stories that come back 
from that time that people talk about and we live at the bottom of that lake right now, so when I connect to where I am and how our 
peoples talked about storytelling it was a thing that took your whole body, it took everything that you were. It came from the land 
through you and your energy was about storytelling, that's the way we are in my community and so this project was about building, it 
was about a place you could walk around, a place that when we're building our set, we're sweating we're bumping into each other, 
we're falling on the ground, we're tripping, we're breaking our feet, we're building this thing where we're our bodies are part of it 
and so we're building this sense of shelter and enclosure. It's like I saw so many similarities with Andrew Todd and with Frederic, 
there was like the cosmos and the sense of telling, of looking at the world in a different way, looking at animals in a different way, 
looking at ancient places for gathering and presentation, I saw this as a whole Indigenous. This is where I come from, this is a different 
worldview that we have that I come from, so this project was about engaging the western idea, European idea of theater and taking it 
and finding it as a way that I could express how I see it as storytelling as an Indigenous person and I think Nash had some of those same 
sentiments. Nash if you will.  

Nash: Yeah, for me that diversity was very fresh. Being trained in Indian classical form, it's very deeply rooted in human and divinity 
and how we are connected but on an emotional level. It almost always romanticizes its love and sorrow and longing and the raw belief 
of this connection that may or may not happen, or expectation of a relationship between the divinity, but listening to the story that 
Jacquie wrote, even though it is not a Hindu mythology, it's a Greek mythology, and how Dave connects with it on an Indigenous level, 
it actually gave me a very fresh approach to have that connection and to explore that connection. To tell that story is something 
different, but yet on a fundamental level it’s the same thing. It was quite, to borrow Jacquie’s word, fantastical you know. I never 
thought I would ever come across something like that and I never thought it could be something stirred in me when I heard that story 
and I wanted to be a part of it and well now I am.  

Bill: Great can I ask you, maybe just for the benefit of the people here, can you just tell us a little bit about the story and what this story 
entails or especially how you see it? I’m fascinated also by the idea that you want to create this story for a singular audience member 
and also maybe talk about what theatrically you need to do or what architecture you need to do or what you need to do in terms of 
dance as you connect to that one person and why one? And maybe you know to talk about, I mean earlier we're talking about Peter 
Brooke and he's of course famous for the actor and the empty space which is always implied to me of course the audience, the actor in 
the empty space must be in front of or nearby an audience. I’m fascinated by what you think of the function of the audience here when 
the audience is one and how you're telling that story. That's a whole bunch so just take any part of that and go ahead. 
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solutions, highlighting the primacy of problem-
solving in architectural thinking.

Will: Signals looking toward the future but also 
seeking vision and determination, drawing from the 
power of the architectural imaginary.

We: Is the first person plural and thus inclusive of 
other peoples, of other species, appealing to a more 
empathetic understanding of architecture.
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collective form and a form of collective expression.
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We are asking architects this question because we believe 
they have the ability to present inspiring answers... We are 
asking architects because we, as architects, are preoccupied 
with shaping the spaces in which people live together and we 
frequently imagine these settings differently.

/ Hashim Sarkis
Curator of the 17th International Architecture Exhibition

The Ark is the last architecture before The Flood and the first architecture after The 
Flood; a hinge between two worlds. What if the Ark is an Arc in Time – Arc as in a 
curve – slowing time, aligning it with Life Time? The Flood would not be a destructive 
event, but a place of life. Architecture is a life sustaining discipline: 
a spatial imagination that includes the nuanced fragilities in our shared stories and 
spaces. Education is a transformative pursuit: galvanizing our 
social contracts. The education of an architect constitutes a double horizon: a SunShip, 
an Arc That Makes The Flood Possible.     
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In its original Greek, archē (ἀρχή) conveys 
agencies of beginning and beginning again 
It is a generative and regenerative force of 
the social body, initiating and renewing 
relationships, changing situations and the 
course of events. Profoundly dramatic, creative 
and transformative, this archē-imagination 
draws on foundational principles and 
originary narratives to open horizons, probe 
potentialities, and reveal viable and desirable 
conditions for life.

To the 2021 Biennale question – How will 
we live together? – we respond by beginning 
again, amid social strife, to recover the archē 
of architecture, collaboratively rehearsing 
foundational arts, metaphors, stories and 
practices of worldmaking.

Like architecture, theatre is a thoroughly
integrative art &  heuristic  combinatorium.
Engaging various performing arts, Theatres 
of Archimagination stages five interactive 
experiments to revitalize architecture’s 
sonic, poetic, mythic, heuristic and dramatic

agencies.

/ Lisa Landrum
Archimagination Curator - Project Lead

with Alixa Lacerna, Andria Langi, Max Sandred & Sabba Rezai
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Janus is revealed to us by the End of the West Collective. An eclectic group Janus is revealed to us by the End of the West Collective. An eclectic group 
of neighbors in Winnipeg’s West End who met around a backyard fire pit of neighbors in Winnipeg’s West End who met around a backyard fire pit 
during the COVID-19 pandemic: Jacquie Loewen (a theatre director and fight during the COVID-19 pandemic: Jacquie Loewen (a theatre director and fight 
choreographer, Anivash (Nash) Muralidharan Pillai Saralakumari (a dancer trained choreographer, Anivash (Nash) Muralidharan Pillai Saralakumari (a dancer trained 
in Bharatanatyam, Dave Thomas (Anishinaabe artist and architectural designer), in Bharatanatyam, Dave Thomas (Anishinaabe artist and architectural designer), 
and Scott Henderson (a theatre lighting designer). and Scott Henderson (a theatre lighting designer). 

Janus was created with support of Theatre Projects Manitoba. Janus was created with support of Theatre Projects Manitoba. 

Encounter Janus on Encounter Janus on 
November 13, 2021. November 13, 2021. 
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 Five acts toward a renewed  praxis  of 
architecture in the wake of a troubled world

What is the arc and ‘archē’ of architectural 
imagination? To what ends does it bend? 
From what sources does it spring? Amid what 
circumstances does it thrive? And how is its 
vitality sustained amid floods of misfortune 
and global crises?
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Register for Archimagination > 

In its original Greek, archē (ἀρχή) conveys 
agencies of beginning and beginning again 
It is a generative and regenerative force of 
the social body, initiating and renewing 
relationships, changing situations and the 
course of events. Profoundly dramatic, creative 
and transformative, this archē-imagination 
draws on foundational principles and 
originary narratives to open horizons, probe 
potentialities, and reveal viable and desirable 
conditions for life.

To the 2021 Biennale question – How will 
we live together? – we respond by beginning 
again, amid social strife, to recover the archē 
of architecture, collaboratively rehearsing 
foundational arts, metaphors, stories and 
practices of worldmaking.

Like architecture, theatre is a thoroughly
integrative art &  heuristic  combinatorium.
Engaging various performing arts, Theatres 
of Archimagination stages five interactive 
experiments to revitalize architecture’s 
sonic, poetic, mythic, heuristic and dramatic

agencies.

/ Lisa Landrum
Archimagination Curator - Project Lead

with Alixa Lacerna, Andria Langi, Max Sandred & Sabba Rezai

All aboard
the  SunShip
of friendship
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